
Chapter 6

Aviation Logistics

“I don’t know what the hell this ‘logistics’ is that Marshall is always talk-
ing about, but I want some of it.”7

—Adm Ernest J. King

ACE commanders and logisticians must plan and
execute both aviation ground support operations
conducted by the MWSS and aviation logistics
operations conducted by the MALS. The MALS
provides aviation-peculiar logistic support and the
MWSS provides aviation ground support (EAF,
aircraft rescue and fire fighting, etc.) as well as
ground-common combat service support. A CSS
detachment from the CSSE provides ground-com-
mon logistic support beyond the capability of
ACE’s organic CSS units. These logistic opera-
tions must sustain the ACE, which in turn pro-
vides worldwide expeditionary support to the
MAGTF. Direct support for naval aviation (Navy
and Marine) is sourced and funded by the Navy,
therefore components of the ACE use two sets of
procedures for supply and maintenance opera-
tions: aviation logistic functions are prescribed by
naval publications and aviation ground support
logistic functions are prescribed by Marine Corps
publications.

6001.  Strategic Aviation 
Logistics and Aviation Ground 
Support 

Within the Marine Corps, the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Aviation is responsible for planning and
coordinating staff activities for all matters relative
to the organization, equipment, manpower, train-
ing, and support of Marine Corps aviation units
and installations, including all aviation logistic
and/or aviation ground support matters. Since
Marine Corps aviation is an integral part of naval
aviation, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Aviation (a
Marine Corps designation) is also designated as a
OPNAV (N88M) (the Navy equivalent). This

makes the Marine Corps’ Deputy Chief of Staff
for Aviation equal to the Navy’s Head, Air War-
fare Division OPNAV (N88). In this capacity, the
Deputy Chief of Staff is responsible to the Chief
of Naval Operations to ensure that Marine Corps
aviation is in consonance with the overall naval
aviation program.

Within Headquarters Marine Corps the Depart-
ment of Aviation, Aviation Logistics Support
Branch is responsible for the equipping, support-
ing, and maintaining of aircraft and aviation units
and installations across the logistic spectrum. The
Aviation Logistics Support Branch coordinates
with the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV)
staff and numerous Naval Systems Commands to
plan needed aviation logistic support of Marine
Corps forces. Specifically, it plans the aviation lo-
gistic and aviation ground logistic support in mat-
ters of policy, management, procurement, supply,
and distribution of materiel (including the acqui-
sition, planning, programming, construction,
management, maintenance, and disposition of real
estate and facilities).

6002. Operational Aviation 
Logistics and Aviation Ground 
Support

The MAGTF’s power-projection capability is
based on its ability to move rapidly to and operate
freely within an objective area anywhere in the
world. To maintain this power-projection capabil-
ity, the MAGTF requires responsive air support
during all phases of its operations. To provide re-
sponsiveness in austere expeditionary environ-
ments, Marine aviation must consider basing
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options and available logistic support. Marine a
viva ti on basing selections must consider versa-
tility, capability, vulnerability, footprint, and sus-
tainability regardless of whether it operates from
the sea or from shore-based airfields located close
to or in the area of operations. 

a. Seabasing 

Aviation logistic operations from aircraft carriers,
aviation-capable amphibious ships, and aviation
logistics support ships (TAVBs) can eliminate the
need to establish vulnerable, relatively immobile
support facilities ashore. This reduces footprints
ashore and translates into greater freedom of ma-
neuver and operational flexibility and a lessened
vulnerability for the ACE. Seabasing of Marine
aviation also eliminates the political problems as-
sociated with obtaining host nation permission to
use airfields and facilities. However, the opera-
tional situation may be such that the limited space
and facilities aboard ship are overtaxed or the dis-
tance from the ship to the operating area is great.
In those cases, aviation forces may require a FOB
and retain as much of the aviation logistic support
as possible at sea.

b. Forward Operating Bases 

When it is necessary to meet operational de-
mands, the ACE can operate from shore-based,
FOBs. A FOB is any airfield used to support tacti-
cal operations without establishing full support
facilities ashore. FOBs include main air bases, air
facilities, air sites, and air points. FOBs increase
responsiveness by decreasing the distances be-
tween the aviation base and the supported unit.
Whenever possible, shore-based ACE operations
exploit existing facilities in the area of operations.
Host government airfields are used when avail-
able and tactically acceptable. Abandoned or cap-
tured airfields are also used to reduce construction
and infrastructure requirements. If existing air-
fields are not adequate or suitable, roads and high-
ways may be used to provide austere runways.
Finally, if facilities are inadequate or nonexistent,
Navy and Marine units can be utilized to build an
EAF. The MALS/MWSS uses task-organized
support packages (see para. 6002c) to provide avi-
ation logistics and aviation ground support for

FOBs. ATC support is provided by task-orga-
nized MATCD or mobile teams resident within
the MACG or MACS (see chap. 4).

(1) Expeditionary Airfields. EAFs are porta-
ble airfields that can be constructed, used, dis-
mantled, and moved to another site for reuse.
They are constructed on-site by the MWSS and
Navy mobile construction battalions. The EAF
can be used to support the full range of FOBs,
from small austere sites to large main bases. The
EAF system is unique and flexible. It permits Ma-
rine aviation to operate from captured or damaged
runways, parking lots, or roads and to establish
bases where none previously existed. This flexi-
bility allows the ACE to adjust to an ever-chang-
ing operational situation. The development of
EAF technologies and the storage of these assets
on maritime prepositioning force (MPF) ships
have reduced the U.S. deployment time to any
theater of operations in the world from 9 or 10
weeks to 2 or 3 weeks. 

(2) Forward Arming and Refueling Points.
Since existing air bases or air facilities may not
exist in a dynamic, nonlinear battlespace, the
ACE commander can deploy a FARP to provide
the required aviation support. It is temporary and,
it is established for a specific mission. A FARP is
sometimes referred to as a laager point.

A FARP permits combat aircraft to rapidly and si-
multaneously refuel and rearm from a forward lo-
cation. It provides the fuel and ammunition
necessary for employment of aviation maneuver
units in combat. To reduce response time and
maximize aviation’s capabilities, the FARP is po-
sitioned as close to the objective area as the tacti-
cal situation allows. 

(3) Austere Forward Operating Sites. In
some situations, particularly when operating in
underdeveloped areas of the world, Marine avia-
tion forces may be forced to use extremely austere
sites as bases for aviation operations. Such sites
possess a minimal ground support capability.
They may be nothing more than a jungle clearing
that is large and firm enough to support helicopter
or V/STOL operations, or they may be a stretch of
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highway that is sufficient to accommodate fixed-
wing aircraft.

c. The Marine Aviation Logistics 
Support Program

Navy-funded aircraft logistic support is provided
under MALSP and administered and maintained
by the MALS. MALSP, together with TAVB and
assets prepositioned aboard MPF ships, provides
the supporting MALS the ability to support either
fixed-wing or rotary-wing aircraft of the ACE.

While the MEU ACE is embarked aboard an air-
capable ship (e.g., LHA, LHD), aviation logistics
is the responsibility of the aircraft intermediate
maintenance department (AIMD) and the ship’s
supply department rather than the MALS. While
Marine Corps aircraft squadrons operate from a
carrier, they receive aviation logistic support from
the AIMD and the carrier’s supply department.
Maintenance and supply personnel from both the
MALS and Marine Corps aircraft squadrons aug-
ment the ship’s AIMD and supply department.

MALSP provides flexible and effective aviation
logistic support to the deployed MAGTF ACE. It
enables ACE logisticians to rapidly and efficient-
ly identify, marshal, and deploy aviation logistic
elements needed to support a task-organized mix
of ACE aircraft.

By structuring aviation logistic support into force
modules, MALSP provides credible and replen-
ishable sustainment packages while reducing lift
requirements and force closure times. Required
aviation logistic elements (personnel, spares, sup-
port equipment, and mobile facilities) are formed
into specific support packages that are retained
within every MALS. Specific support packages
consist of fly-in support packages (FISPs), contin-
gency support packages (CSPs), and follow-on
support packages (FOSPs). They are sized and
tailored to meet the aviation logistic requirements
of each type, model, and series aircraft. These
packages are used in a “building block” fashion to
maintain aircraft availability during every phase
of an operation.

FISPs are considered enabling packages. They
provide the organizational-level spare parts (re-
move and replace) that allow Marine aircraft to
begin flight operations immediately upon arrival
in theater. FISPs are airlifted to the operating site
as part of the fly-in echelon (FIE). When com-
bined with aviation support equipment and class
V(A) ammunition transported aboard MPF ships
or flight ferry aircraft, FISPs provide the critical
aviation support required for 30 days of combat
flying. If flight operations are too extensive in
scope or duration (i.e., longer than 30 days), the
next building blocks, CSPs, are transported into
theater. CSPs augment FISPs by adding the com-
mon and peculiar aviation logistics needed for
sustained aviation maintenance, supply, and ord-
nance operations. CSPs integrate the support
equipment, mobile facilities, spares, and person-
nel to sustain deployed aircraft for up to 90 days.

FOSPs are the final MALSP building block. A
FOSP provides the support that the FISP and CSP
do not provide. It provides ACE aircraft with the
same support that is would receive in garrison and
includes first degree engine repair.

Training squadron allowances are built to support
a 30-day endurance period at peacetime flying
hours. It consists of separate, aviation logistics
support items added to the allowances of a garri-
son MAG. Training squadron allowance items are
separate from contingency support packages so
that during times of extended expeditionary oper-
ations, CONUS-based training squadrons will re-
tain the necessary aviation logistic elements that
will enable them to continue training operations.       

d. Aviation Logistics Support Ship

The TAVB’s primary mission is to provide dedi-
cated sealift for movement of I-level aviation lo-
gistic support for use in the rapid deployment of a
MAGTF ACE. It is designed to transport critical
I-level maintenance and supply assets to a for-
ward operating area as part of a MEF-sized
MAGTF contingency. The TAVB’s primary con-
cept of operations is to support MPF operations,
but it can also be tasked to support an amphibious
operation. Traditionally, an amphibious opera-
tion exerts a forcible entry into an objective area,
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however a TAVB requires an unopposed entry in-
to an objective area (similar to an entry required
for a MPF) before offloading the MALS and its
composited contingency support packages ashore.
If the embarked MALS is phased ashore, the
TAVB can be used to perform a secondary mis-
sion of serving as a strategic sealift asset that is
controlled by the commander in chief.

To enhance MALS responsiveness, one ship
(USS Wright, TAVB 3) is berthed on the east
coast (Baltimore, MD) and another ship (USS
Curtiss, TAVB 4) is berthed on the west coast
(Port Hueneme, CA). On notification of move-
ment, the TAVB is expected to arrive in the ob-
jective area within 30 days to marry with
supported aircraft squadrons, personnel, and avia-
tion logistic assets already in theater. Both ships
can be configured to provide I-level support oper-
ations while underway, in stream, or pierside. In
consonance with the operational concept and if
conditions permit, The MALS can be transferred
ashore upon arrival. 

e. Maritime Prepositioning Force

Aircraft that are part of an ACE can be supported
in combination by one, or more, of the three MPS
squadrons. Each MPF squadron contains the fol-
lowing operational and logistic support assets:
class V(A) munitions, O-level and limited I-level
aircraft support equipment, EAF matting and air-
field lighting, and ground common CSS assets for
utilization by the supporting MWSS. These assets
are required to support the notional MPF ACE
aircraft mix as defined by MCBul 3501, Maritime
Prepositioning Force (MPF) Marine Air-Ground
Task Force (MAGTF) Force List. See MCWP
3.32, MPF Operations, for more information.

6003. Tactical Aviation Logistics 
and Aviation Ground Support

Logistic support for the ACE may be categorized
as either aviation logistics, aviation ground sup-
port (e.g., EAF, aircraft rescue and fire fighting),
or combat service support. Aviation ground sup-
port and combat service support are primarily

funded by the Marine Corps. Aviation logistics
(aviation-peculiar) is primarily funded by the Na-
vy. The following subparagraphs provide an over-
view of the unique tactical aspects of aviation
logistic support of the ACE. See MCWP 3-21.1,
Aviation Ground Support, and MCWP 3-21.2,
Aviation Logistics, for an in-depth discussion of
aviation ground support, 

a. Aviation-Peculiar Logistic Support

Each MALS is organized to provide a core group
of supervisory and support personnel that, when
augmented by aircraft-specific maintenance per-
sonnel from aircraft squadrons, provide an inter-
mediate maintenance capability for either fixed-
wing or rotary-wing aircraft. Aircraft squadrons
are responsible for organizational-level mainte-
nance. The following comprise the core capabili-
ties of a MALS:
l Provide intermediate-level (I-level) mainte-

nance for aircraft and aeronautical equipment
of all supported units, when authorized, per-
form first degree repair on specific engines.

l Provide aviation supply support for aircraft and
Navy-funded equipment to all supported units.

l Provide class V(A) ammunition logistic sup-
port to ACE squadrons. This support encom-
passes the requisitioning, storage, handling,
assembly, transportation, inventory reporting of
class V(A) ammunition, and planning for and
operating an ammunition issue point at expedi-
tionary sites.

l Interpret, implement, audit, inspect, and pro-
vide oversight for the MAG commanding offic-
er for all policies and procedures relating to the
administration and management of operations
and maintenance, Navy (less TAD) funds, avia-
tion supply, aircraft maintenance, cryogenics,
aircraft ordnance, avionics, and data processing
for all units within the MAG and the ACE.

l Coordinate with the MWSG, MWSS, MACG,
and other supporting Navy and Marine Corps
activities in planning for the support required to
execute aviation logistics.

l Screen and inspect nonservicable aeronautical
equipment and material for testing and repair,
shipment to another repair facility, or disposal.
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l Maintain the capability to deploy and to pro-
vide MALSP packages as integral units or as
tailored aviation logistic elements assigned to
another MALS to support aircraft assigned to a
host MAG, MALS, or ACE.

l Conduct individual and unit training to qualify
organic and supported squadron personnel for
performance of assigned missions and tasks.

l Provide data processing support to facilitate ex-
ecution of aviation supply, maintenance, and
Navy-funded financial functions of the MAG
and ACE.

b. Aviation Ground Support
The MWSS provides aviation ground support and
CSS functions for airfield operations. Specific
services include EAF, explosive ordnance dispos-
al, weather services, military police support, engi-
neering support, materials handling equipment,
motor transportation, intra-airfield communica-
tion, aircraft rescue and fire fighting, utilities sup-
port and maintenance, field messing, medical
support, and aircraft and ground vehicle refueling.
The MWSS routinely performs the camp com-
mandant functions and provides the nucleus for
rear area security and air base defense. MWSSs
are designed to support either fixed-wing or rota-
ry-wing operations; however, a single MWSS can

be task-organized to simultaneously support
fixed-wing and rotary-wing operations.

c. Combat Service Support 
Detachment

A CSSD from the CSSE provides additional com-
bat service support to the ACE. CSSD capabilities
include—
l Transporting fuel, ordnance, and other supplies

required by the ACE from the point of entry in
the MAGTF area of operations to the EAF site
for distribution by a MWSS and/or MALS.

l Performing third echelon maintenance on engi-
neer, motor transport, and communications
equipment that is supported by the Marine
Corps and operated by the ACE.

l Providing postal, disbursing, exchange, legal,
civil affairs, and graves registration services.

l Providing supply, general engineering, health
services, and other support that cannot be satis-
fied by a MWSS.

CSSDs will be formed from the CSSE to provide
the required support based on specific support re-
quirements that are determined, requested, and
coordinated by the ACE G-4/S-4. 

(reverse blank)


